The body is the
visible manifestation
of the soul.
Christian Morgenstern | Poet and author

DUSCHOLUX

Essential PRODUcts
Our wide range of straight-lined and user-friendly shower and bath
solutions is made with sturdy materials selected specifically for their
suitability for daily use and durability. With many different standard
dimensions available, installation is quick and uncomplicated. And at
prices to suit every budget.

The Designa range features stylish frameless shower
enclosures in different widths for spacious, modern
bathroom solutions. The obstacle-free, floor-level
access makes showering a very special experience.
Designer is characterised by its captivating combination
of pure, simple design with 8 mm glass and adjustable
wall brackets. The elegant crossbars can be attached
at 45° or 90° to provide the necessary stability. An
architectural feast for the eyes that starts with your
morning shower.

DESIGNA, FEATURES
Frameless shower screen for walk-in solutions
Obstacle-free, floor-level access
8 mm clear glass with Cleartec finish
Height 2000 mm, overall height 2040 mm
10 panel widths between 700 and 1600 mm
Crossbar (length 1000 mm) can be installed
at 45° or 90°
Wall connection profile included

SHOWER ENCLOSURE

Designa

Free-standing Designa shower enclosure
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FREE-STANDING
IN THE ROOM
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Designa

MODERN
TRANSPARENCY
The free-standing Designa glass panels are available in
10 different widths and a convenient height of 2000 mm.
To balance out any unevennesses on the walls, a wall
connection profile for compensations up to 12 mm
is available. This profile is supplied with the Designa
product for use as required.

1] For easier care, the glass panels
come with Cleartec finish as standard.
2] Add an additional panel for further
options for your bathroom design.

1

2

Attractive appearance: the Classic standard shower
enclosure series. Persuasive and elegant appearance,
simple and uncomplicated in installation. The most
important features are: inside flush door hinges,
vertically adjustable mechanics on all swinging doors,
hinge shapes in modern, rectilinear design and end-toend sealing bands on door components. Classic comes
out in the shortest delivery times with one defined
height, defined glass widths, one handle and one select
type of glass. An additional advantage: A wall-connecting profile bonded to the glass with an adjustable range
of up to 25 mm ensures immediate and problem-free
installation without measurement.

CLASSIC, FEATURES
Frameless shower enclosure series for standard
solutions
Smooth internal surfaces for easy cleaning
Wing doors with lift-and-lower mechanism
Clear glass with Cleartec finish
Wide range of panel widths
Height 2000 mm

Shower enclosure

Classic

Classic Round with pivot doors and fixed panels
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LIFE CAN BE
THIS EASY
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Classic

UNCOMPLICATED AND EASY TO CLEAN
Timeless elegance. The Classic series is extremely
well-suited for nearly all furnishing styles and will
always remain an eye-catching feature. With the inside
flush hinges, the interior surfaces of Classic are particularly easy to care for. Thanks to the wall-connecting
profile with adjustable range, the shower enclosure can
be mounted immediately after the installation of the
shower tray is completed. A flexibility that builders and
renovators have come to value.

1

2

1] In any case, the care is
easy: flush screwed hinge
versions, for flush interior
surfaces.
2] Increased comfort while
opening and closing: hinges
with a special lift-and-lower
mechanism
3] The elegant handle of
Classic fits harmonically
into the overall picture.
4] The adjustable range of
25 mm in the wall-connecting profile enables the
problem-free installation of
Classic without measuring.
5] Classic corner entry

3

4

5

INDIVIDUALITY IN
STANDARD SIZES
The transparent, airy look of the Classic is enhanced by
the minimalist handle design. An additional benefit for
you: the lift-and-lower mechanism on the door hinges
makes the doors easy to open and close and prevents
wear and tear on the water deflector strip.
1] Classic pivot door with fixed
panel in niche
2] Classic pivot door with fixed
panel and side panel

1

2
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Straight lines coupled with straightforward installation:
just one of the benefits of the partial-framed Duschostar
shower enclosure series. The eye-catching wall connection profile evens out unevennesses of up to 30 mm.
Duschostar offers user-friendly solutions for niche or
corner installation.

2

3

1] The outward and inward
opening swing doors on the
Duschostar corner-entry
model maximise the available
space.

4

Shower enclosure

DUSCHOSTAR

1

2] Duschostar wing door with
side panel
3] Wing door in niche
4] Duschostar Round with
swing doors

DUSCHOSTAR, FEATURES
Partial-framed shower enclosure series for
standard solutions
Wing doors with lift-and-lower mechanism
3-4 panel widths per model
Height 1900 mm
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ROBUST
YET SMART

Brand name quality at a particularly attractive price.
That is the basic idea behind the Optima 300 shower
enclosure programme. The optimal introduction to the
Duscholux product world. From the start. Without
compromises. This means: Sophisticated sensible
features and solid materials in high-quality workmanship. For many years of functionality. A uniquely smart
design combined with super-easy cleaning are all part
of the catalogue of benefits. Optima 300 - shower enclosures with enduring charm.

2
1] Optima 300, swing door 2-panelled in the new
comfortable standard height of 1900 mm
2] Swing door 2-panelled in niche

OPTIMA 300, FEATURES
Framed shower enclosure series
Custom installation options and sizes available
Robust materials and technical details
Swing door, pivot door, folding door, sliding door
Slewable sliding doors for easy cleaning
New standard height 1900 mm

Shower enclosure

optima 300

1
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THE OPTIMAL
ENTRANCE
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Optima 300

TRIED AND TESTED
QUALITY
Spacious entry into unlimited shower pleasure. Swing
door, pivot door, sliding-folding door, sliding door – timelessly elegant visual appeal in Duscholux quality with
straight-lined crafted convenience details. Thus top-tobottom handle rails provide for comfortable opening of
the doors and the door catch ensures perfect alignment
when closed.

Optima 300 with sliding doors is available in the following versions: for a niche, in combination with a side
panel or as a corner entry. A shortened side panel is
available for space-saving installation next to a bathtub.

1] Optima 300 corner entry
2] Eye-catching: The elegant Round sliding door.
3] The door guidance rail with the practical LSO
system: lift and swing and okay, and the door
segments can be swung away individually for
cleaning.
4] Stable, smoothly running door guidance.

1

5 ] Sliding door with shortened side panel

3

4

2

5

INDIVIDUAL AND
GREAT VALUE
Optima 300 features a uniquely smart design brim full of
practical details: top-to-bottom handle rails make for easy
and safe door opening, LSO technology enables sliding
doors to be swung back for cleaning, and the clever door
catch ensures perfect alignment when closed. Swing doors
and pivot doors are also fitted with a magnetic catch for
optimum safe closing.

3

2

1

1] Optima 300, pivot door with side panel
2] Optima 300 sliding-folding door in combination with side panel.
3] The 2-panelled-folding door allows for wide and easy entry.
5 Practical: Doors open inwards and outwards.

Duscholux
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Optima 300

Contemporary design incorporates elegantly curved
glass and slim aluminium frames to create an outstanding enclosure. Glide really can fit perfectly into any
bathroom design. The pivot doors are designed with the
same principles used to create the sliding doors throughout the Glide range. The hinges are load balanced with
a built-in suspension system and low friction pivot for a
luxuriously smooth opening and closing action.

GLIDE, FEATURES
Framed shower enclosure series for standard solutions
Pivot doors and sliding doors
Slewable sliding doors for easy cleaning
Clear glass with Cleartec finish
Various panel widths
Standard height 1900 mm

2

1] Glide 2-panelled sliding door with side panel
2] Glide 2-panelled sliding door in niche

Shower enclosure

GLide

1
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High standards
at an unexpected
price
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GLIDE

OPTIMISED FOR YOU
1] Glide corner entry with sliding doors
2] Special rollers enable the curved
doors to be slided away completely
behind the straight panels, creating an
extra large entry width.
3] The door panels can be released
from the bottom profiles for cleaning by
pressing lightly on the roller guides.

We have made Glide even more user-friendly: New,
bigger rollers guarantee simple, silent door opening and
closing. For easier cleaning, the panels can be opened
inwards by simply pressing on the sprung roller guides
at the bottom of the profile. A new, expressive handle
enhances the eye-catching impact of this framed
shower enclosure series.

4] Glide Round sliding door, twopanelled

2

1

3

4
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GLIDE

FRAMED YET
RIGHT ON TREND
Who says that a shower enclosure has to be frameless
to be on trend? Glide proves otherwise. Dominant aluminium profiles create a charming contrast to the transparent glass panels. Your additional benefit: the Cleartec
glass finish that reduces dirt and limescale deposits
comes as standard.

2

1] Glide pivot door with side panel
2] Eye-catching profile
3] Glide pivot door in niche

1

3

Of course, not every bathroom has the space for an
enclosure. Fortunately, we have applied Swing Moderna.
Contemporary and frameless curved glass, Moderna is
an attractive and versatile option to compliment any
bathroom design.

SWING MODERNA, FEATURES
1-panelled overbath screen
Overbath screen can be installed hinged left or right
Clear glass with Cleartec finish
Two widths: 715 or 815 mm
Height 1500 mm

Overbath screen

Swing Moderna
Swing Moderna, with 180°
opening for ease of cleaning

Duscholux
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Minimalism
at its best

Smart-line shower trays always make a good picture,
whether in a corner or against a straight wall. They all
bear the same design signature: soft-flat interior with

1

angular cut storage surface. Strikingly memorable
design language. And you will achieve a particularly
impressive effect when used as part of a set with a
Smart-line bathtub, because bathtubs and shower trays
are designed to go together. And the prices are just as
appealing. The options for combination are also impressive: a 50-mm wide all-round rim ensures that almost
any shower partition can be combined with a Smart-line
shower tray.
2

Smart-Line SHOWER TRAYS, FEATURES
3

Shower tray series in various designs
Made of body-friendly sanitary acrylic
Striking design right up to edge of tray
Can be combined with almost all shower panels
Matching bathtub range

4

Shower tray

Smart-Line

1]
2]
3]
4]

Round shower tray Smart-line 60 / 61 / 62
Rectangular shower tray Smart-line 63
Rectangular shower tray Smart-line 64 / 66
Rectangular shower tray Smart-line 65

Duscholux
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THE PERFECT
ENHANCEMENT

Smart-line with 500 mm internal depth – the bath series
with the many advantages. For instance, with the
exciting interplay between striking angularity and softly
rounded design elements, it will blend beautifully with
many ceramic ranges. Or the soft interior shapes. They
offer comfortable neck support for relaxed bathing.

2
1] Smart-line corner bathtub 30
2] Smart-line corner bathtub 31

Smart-Line BATHTUBS, FEATURES
Complete bathtub series in various shapes
14 different models and sizes
Generous 500 mm internal depth
Striking design, premium reclining comfort
Various optional whirlpool systems available
Matching shower tray range
See bathtub overview on p. 188

Bathtub

Smart-Line
1

Duscholux
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LIE BACK AND
FEEL GOOD
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Smart-Line

EXCITING
CONTRAST
Our practical Smart-line tubs are also pleasing on the
eye: the wide, straight-lined rim contrasts beautifully
with the soft, curved lines of the interior and creates an
extra functional design element as well. It's wide
enough to sit on while getting into the bath. All Smartline bathtubs naturally combine perfectly with the
2

matching Smart-line shower trays.

3

3
4

1] The baths 34-37 are also available in a mirrored
version – an important detail for even greater design
freedom.
2] The strikingly wide bath rim is the perfect place for
the tap fittings.
3] Model 34-37
4] Model 44-47
5] Smart-line 38 rectangular bathtub

1

5
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Smart-Line

ATTRACTIVE
ADDED VALUE
500 mm interior depth. Dip in up to your neck. Typical of
the Smart-line bathtub series. And just as much of a
delight to look at. Design as it should be. Best of all: the
prices for Smart-line are also extremely appealing.

1
1] The special space-saving bath Smart-line 39/40 tapers toward
the end to optimise the available space in the bathroom.

2

2] Space-saving bath Smart-line 39
3] Space-saving Smart-line 40
4] High-contrast in design
5] Smart-line 32 hexagonal bath: Interesting interplay between striking
outer contours and softly drawn interior lines.

3

4

2

5

1

4

Oval baths

Smart-line

Prime-line

Rectangular baths
Prime-line 260
1700 x 750 mm

Prime-line 263
1900 x 800 mm

Prime-line 261
1800 x 750 mm

Prime-line 264
1700 x 750 mm

Prime-line 262
1800 x 800 mm

Prime-line 265
1700 x 750 mm

Smart-line
34, 1600 x 700 mm
35, 1600 x 750 mm
36, 1700 x 700 mm
37, 1700 x 750 mm
Smart-line 38
1800 x 800 mm

Caprivi Free 580
2020 x 1020 mm

Prime-line 266
1800 x 800 mm

Prime-line 257
1800 x 800 mm

Prime-line 245
1400 mm

Prime-line 250
1740 x 1095 mm

Prime-line 259
2000 x 900 mm

Prime-line 246
1400 mm

Prime-line 252
1600 x 1000 mm

Prime-line Free
2000 x 900 mm

Prime-line 248
1540 x 955 mm

Prime-line 254
1700 x 1200 mm

Smart-line 30
1400 mm

Smart-line 31
1400 mm

Smart-line
44, 1600 x 700 mm
45, 1600 x 750 mm
46, 1700 x 700 mm
47, 1700 x 750 mm
Smart-line 40
1600 x 750/600 mm

Smart-line 39
1600 x 750/600 mm

Ancona Free-line 118
1800 x 800 mm

Ancona Trend 225
1800 x 800 mm
Ancona Trend 226
1900 x 900 mm

Portofino 113
1800 x 800 mm
Portofino 115
1900 x 900 mm

Malaga Trend
440/441, 1400 mm
Malaga Trend
444/445, 1500 mm

Portofino
Trend Duo 335
2343 x 1650 mm

Malaga 470
1750 x 1100 mm

Portofino 340
2100 x 1050 mm
free-standing

Malaga 471
1750 x 1100 mm

Caprivi Free 590
2200 x 1630 mm

Piccolo

Ancona Vario 242
1800 x 800 mm
Ancona Vario 243
1700 x 800 mm

Piccolo 163/164,
1600 x 750/500 mm
Piccolo 167/168,
1650 x 750/500 mm
Piccolo 173/174,
1750 x 750/500 mm

Piccolo Sky 180/181
1750 x 800/500 x 440 mm

Hexagonal
baths

Corner baths

Piccolo Duo
1700 x 900 mm

Piccolo Step-in
1700 x 940/700 mm

Prime-line 255
1900 x 900 mm

Smart-line 32
1900 x 850 mm

Duscholux
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Serial overview
bathtubs

●
●
●

Doorless entry
Walk in

●

Sliding door
in niche or with side panel

●
●
●
●

as corner entry
as quarter circle
on bathtub

●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Swing door
in niche
with side panel
as corner entry
as quarter circle

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●

as semicircle
as pentagon
on bathtub

●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

Wing door

●*
●*

in niche or with side panel
as corner entry
as quarter circle

●

●

●
●
●

●

as pentagon

●

●

●

Pivot door
in niche or with side panel

●

as quarter circle

●
●

as pentagon

Pivot folding door
in niche or with side panel

●
●

as corner entry
on bathtub

●

●

●

●

Folding door
in niche or with side panel

* horizontal divided

●

●

●
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glide

●
●
●

Swing Moderna

Optima 300

●

Duschostar

Urban

●

Collection Basic

Designa

Duschospot

Piccolo Step-in

Piccolo Duo

Piccolo Plus

Swingline W

Magic Swing

Holydoor Top

Optima Plus

Carat

Magic Life

Magic Run

Magic Circle

●

Magic Top

FRee Loft

●

Bella Vita

Collection 2

●

Bella vita Nova

Collection 3

Duscholux

Doors and Installation situations
Shower enclosures

Practical. Clever. Universal. Those are the attributes of
Showerbox, the new practical accessory for the shower.
Practical: storage space and surfaces for everything
you need in the shower. Nothing gets in the way when
showering or cleaning. Showerbox keeps the shower
tidy. Clever: space-saving drawer, storage shelves with

2

slits for quick and complete run-off of spray water, and
also easy to clean because of smooth, broad area
surfaces. Showerbox is well conceived down to the last
detail. Universal: with height-adjustable shelves, can be
wall- or corner-mounted, flexible attachment, and
available as a 2-, 3-, or 4-drawer model. All this provides a broad range for instalment variations.
3

1] Duscho-live Spot shower seat
2] The comfortable shower seat is available
for every shower. Available colours: white
and anthracite.
3] The practical enhancement for the shower:
folding shower seat for added sitting comfort
when showering. For easy wall mounting.

Showerbox adapts perfectly
Corpus colours

Basic colours

1

of drawers

to any situation.
Create your own personal Showerbox.

Duschoboy is a useful, attractive accessory for the
corner of your bath or shower. Ideal for storing your

Colour sliding elements standard version		

everyday shower and bath utensils. The practical, shiel-

Colours: white, grey					

ded round shelf. Available in two different heights.

							
Arrangement						
950.818020: 1× white, 1× grey				
2

950.818030: 2× white, 1× grey				

3

950.818040: 2× white, 2× grey				
							
Special version with surface and choice of arrangement.

1

Colours: white, grey, blush pink, electric blue, glacier
Special colours of drawers

4

5

6

green, lemon yellow

7

1]
2]
3]
4]
5]
6]
7]

Basic colours of drawers
Corpus colour silver matt
Corpus colour Platinum® silver
Special colours of drawers blush pink
Special colours of drawers electric blue
Special colours of drawers glacier green
Special colours of drawers lemon yellow

Duscholux

Accessories
Showerbox
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Accessories
Shower seats
And Duschoboy

Cleaning and care
BATHTUBS

The bathroom as the source of well-being

Every time you take a shower or bath, substances like

Bathing has a beneficial effect on the whole organism. It

limescale, shower gel and bath additives can affect the

enhances beauty, wellbeing and good health. And bathing

product. So to preserve the value and life span of your

essences taken from nature intensify the effect. Ever

Duscholux product, regular care and cleaning is an

since ancient times it has been known that high-grade

absolute must. With just a little effort you can have

vegetal, active ingredients are a proven means of impro-

Acrylic baths are particularly easy to clean thanks to

many years of pleasure from your product and prolong

ving wellbeing.

their smooth surface structure. Marks and even slight

its life at the same time. To avoid damaging your pro-

scratches can easily be removed. We recommend

duct, we recommend using cleaning agents from the

cleaning your product with a mild vinegar-based or

comprehensive Duscholux care and cleaning range.

neutral cleaner. After cleaning, rinse thoroughly with
clean water and dry with a soft cloth.

The ergonomic neck support will make sure you have a
particularly relaxing bath. It is attached to the bath rim
by four suction pads.

1

2
1] To remove stubborn marks and limescale deposits, we recommend the Duscholux bath cleaner. It dissolves limescale and tide
marks and rinses off by itself, leaving behind a shiny surface.
2] The Duscholux cleaning and polishing kit is the easy way to repair
and remove slight scratches in acrylic baths.
3] For hygienic cleaning of your whirlpool system (for whirlpools
with disinfection systems or for separate cleaning), we recommend
the Duscholux whirlpool disinfectant.

3

Duscholux
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Accessories
BATHTUBS

Duscholux shower partitions are a delight to look after.
The glass surfaces are easy to clean. The surfaces of
anodized profiles are wear-resistant and are not affected
by dirt. Please dry the profiles with a soft cloth after
showering. We advise drying the glass surfaces with a
glass wiper or a soft cloth.
Duschoclean is a special detergent for the optimal care
of your Duscholux shower enclosure (tempered safety
glass). This cleaner is also specially suitable for Cleartec
coated glass.

1

Cleartec Fluid
Cleartec fluid noticeably reduces deposits. This quality
product by Duscholux is used on enclosures made of
tempered safety glass for surface treatment after installation. Cleartec fluid is water- and dirt-repellent and
protects glass for many months, thus making your
shower enclosure easy to care for and clean.

1] Duschoclean shower enclosure cleaner
2] Cleartec Fluid
3] Glass wiper

2

3

Duschoclean®

Item

Contents in l.

Spray bottle
Refill
Canister

950.716000
950.716010
950.716050

1
1
5

Duscholux
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Cleaning and care
Shower
enclosures

062 Platinum® silver

079 chrome matt

078 chrome

001 white

062

061 pergamon

Colours

070 silver matt

m

m

m

m

m

m

GLASSES

079

m

078

l

583 fine satin

601 partial fine satin overall

751 TSG clear with Cleartec

794 	Carbon with Cleartec

783 fine satin with Cleartec

height of 900 mm, vertically-

GLASSES

594 Carbon

centred
801 partial fine satin with
Cleartec overall height of
900 mm, vertically-centred

l

l

l

m

m

m

l

l

l

l

070 silver matt
l

l 062 Platinum® silver
079 chrome matt

m

078 chrome

093

m

001

m

093 gold
m

m

061

551 TSG clear

l

Swimg moderna

m

l

l

Glide

l

Optima 300

Carat

l

Duschostar

Magic Run

l

CLassic

Magic Life

l

Designa

Magic Circle

l

Duschospot

Magic Top

l

Piccolo Step-in

Bella Vita

l

Piccolo Duo

Bella Vita Nova

l

070

Piccolo Plus

Free Loft

Collection 2

Collection 3

Colours

Holydoor Top

Colours and
types of glass
Shower enclosures

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

001 white

m

061 pergamon

m

551

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

751

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

594

m

m

m1)

m1)

794

m

m

m1)

m1)
m

m

m

m

m

m

l
l

l

551 TSG clear

l
m

l

l 751 TSG clear with Cleartec
594 Carbon
794 Carbon with Cleartec

583

m

m

m1) m

m

m m2)

583 fine satin

783

m

m

m1) m

m

m m2)

783 fine satin with Cleartec

601

m

m

m

m

m

601 partial fine satin (not for all Rounds)

801

m

m

m

m

m

801 partial fine satin with Cleartec (not for all Rounds)

602

m

m3)

m

602 Mirror effect (not for all Rounds)

802

m

m3)

m

802 Mirror effect with Cleartec (not for all Rounds)

593

m2)

593 Maro

793

m2)

793 Maro with Cleartec

581

m1)

m

m

m

m

m

581 Cristal (not for all Rounds)

781

m1)

m

m

m

m

m

781 Cristal with Cleartec (not for all Rounds)

130
l

= design feature

m

= special feature

l

1) = not for Round

130 Acrylic safety glass with drops decor

3) = not for pivot folding doors

2) = only back walls

CLEARtec finish

602 Mirror effect

593 Maro

581 Cristal with drops decor

130 acrylic safety glass with

802 Mirror effect with

793 Maro with Cleartec

781 Cristal with Cleartec

drops decor

Cleartec

Cleartec is a special finish for tempered safety glass,

and care properties for Cleartec glass surfaces. Water

based on nano technology, that reduces dirt and lime

simply rolls down the surfaces, and dirt particles are

scale deposits; it is applied directly to the glass in the

easier to remove. Regular cleaning is much easier.

works. There is a marked improvement in the cleaning

Duscholux
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Colours and
types of glass
Shower enclosures

Colours
BATHTUBS AND
WELLNESS

Not all showers are the same. And we don’t just mean in

shower partition with a distinct profile or a frameless

Duscholux baths, shower trays and whirlpools are

terms of shape and appearance. The design of the

all-glass shower enclosure, all Duscholux shower parti-

compliant with the requirements of the RAL quality

shower enclosure and the bathtub are key in determining

tions meet the strict technical requirements for leak

association. The marks stand for outstanding quality

how watertight they are. The rule of thumb is quite sim-

tightness. The rule for bathtubs is: the deeper and more

in the products of leading manufacturers of network,

ple: the stronger and more solid the profiles, the more

pronounced the interior, the more watertight it will be

cast sanitary acrylic.

watertight they are. But no matter whether you opt for a

when showering.

001 white

Bath colours

l

Bath

l

Shower tray

l

Frameless shower enclo-

Reduced-frame

Framed shower enclo-

Caprivi Free

sures

shower enclosures

sures

Panel / Step

offer good splash protection.

offer a very effective seal. The

with a substantial profile

But because they have no

slimline profile largely pre-

provide the best protection

profile along the bottom

vents water from leaking

against leaks. The higher the

edge, water can escape more

out while giving the enclosure

bottom profile, the less likely

easily. This is more than made

a light, airy feel.

water is to escape, even when

up for by their unsurpassed

001 white

= design feature

188 Wenge
(Resopal)

l

Wellness colour ranges

it accumulates in the tray.

transparency, exclusivity
and ease of cleaning.

Cube

001 white

062 Platinum®
silver

070 silver matt

Timbers / interior walls

l

Profiles / hinges

l

Shower tray / roof

l

Shower stool

l

Duscho-live Spot
Shower tray / roof

l

Back panel

l

Shower enclosure

l

Shower panel
Free Senses
l

= design feature

145 Concrete

l

188 Wenge
(veneer)
l

Duscholux
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WATER RETENTION
Shower enclosures

The noblest of the
elements is water.
Pindar | ancient Greek lyric poet

